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1. INTRODUCTION, DEFINITIONS 
This paper introduces a relation (i among the elements of a lattice 9 
which generalizes the relation of normality between subgroups in a lattice 
P(G) generated by a set of subgroups of a group G. Such generalizations 
have been made by A. Kurosh and H. Zassenhaus [4]. The prosperties 
defining our relation are stronger than those assumed by Kurosh and by 
Zassenhaus. In Section 2 we show the connection between our definition and 
that of Zassenhaus; later we show that his definition is not sufficiently strong 
to prove our Theorem 3.2. 
Many results valid in a lattice Y(G) of subgroups of a group G hold more 
generally in any lattice with a normality relation. The motivation for the 
relation presented here is the problem of finding which properties of Z’(G) 
may be proved without the use of conjugation in the group G, and thus may 
be extended to other algebraic systems. Results 2.6, 2.14, and 3.2 are typical 
examples. We are especially concerned with the search for conditions which 
insure that the join of two subnormal subgroups of a group is again subnormal. 
\Ve consider this problem in the context of a general lattice with normality 
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relation and find several conditions which insure that the join of subnormal 
elements is subnormal. Most of these results when applied to .2?(G) are well 
known. In Theorem 3.5 we arc forced to assume a condition, (6), v\hich is 
proved with a coirjugation argument in 2’(G), but with condition (6) we car: 
pro: e a theorem analogous to the following (unpublished) result of 
Il. IViclandt: I f  A and U are subnormal subgroups of a group G and ii 
.!I u B = ABA then nl u B is a subnormal subgroup of G. 
(1.1) DEFINITIONS. A reflexive relation 5, on a lattice 2 is called a norm- 
ality relation if, for all a, b, c, d E LPp: 
(1) ag b implies a <b, 
(2) as 6, c4 d implies a n cd b n d, 
(3) a (j b, a I’] c implies a a b v  c, 
(4) a 9 6, c a d implies a u c < a v  c u (b n d), 
(3 a G b and either a g a u c or c (1 a v  c implies 
a u (b n c) :~- b n (u u c). 
An element a of a lattice 2’ is called subnormal in 0, a -34 b, if there exist 
elements ai E Y, i = 0, 1, ..., n, such that 
Such a chain is called a subnormal chain of length n. If  a <.g b the length of 
the shortest subnormal chain from a to b is called the defect of a in b. I;oI- a 
lattice 2 with top element u we call .t^ a vlovmal element of 2? if x 4 u and a 
subnormal eZement if x 5s U. X lattice Y with top element u is called sub- 
normal if 9 admits a relation < satisfying (l)-(5) and if 9 is generated hv 
the set of its subnormal elements. Finally, we write a -;1 b if a 4 b and a + b, 
a J . b if a is covered by b, and a .<j . b if a b and a -3 b. 
The first and most important examples of lattices with normality relations 
are the lattices of subgroups of a group, where a 4 b means subgroup a 
is a normal subgroup of subgroup b. R. Baer [I] has studied the lattice of 
subrings of an associative ring, where a 22 b means subring a is a two sided 
ideal of subring b. The subnormal elements of such a lattice Bear called 
“meta ideals of finite index.” Another closely analogous example is the lattice 
of subsemigroups of a semigroup where n _3 b again means a is an ideal of h. 
Any modular lattice becomes a lattice with normality relation when 4 and 
are identified. Finally, a chain is a subnormal lattice if we define a 3 b to 
mean a x. . b. 
(I .2) THEOREM. Properties (1) - (5) are independent. 
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Pvoof. The independence of (5) is shown by any nonmodular lattice when 
a 4 b means a ,< b. The independence of (I), (2), and (3), respectively, can 
be obtained by defining the folloming reflexive relations on the lattice 9 of 
Fig. 1: 
il.1: a&b for all a,btP’. 
A2: x&u an d y  A2 1.. 
A,: x.63’2 and x !\:.&y. 
To show (4) is independent consider the Boolean algebra of Fig. 2 :and the 
reflexive relation 
FIG. 1 FIG. 2 
2. ELEMENTARY CONSEQUENCES OF CONDITIONS (l)-(5) 
The following may be derived directly from the definitions: 
(2.1) Ifa(lbanda~.X:~btthena(l~. 
(2.2) If  a 34 b and c < b then a n c ag c; in particular if a aa b 
and a -< x < b then a <cl .x. 
(2.3) The subnormality relation ::A;=! is transitive. 
(2.4) The set of subnormal elements of a lattice is closed under (finite) 
intersection. 
(2.5) If  a2 -3 a, < ZJ and c 4 b then a2 u c -3 a, u c; in particular if 
a<bandcjlbthena uc-36. 
(2.6) The set of normal elements of a lattice forms a sublattice. 
(2.7) If  a44 b andcgbthenaucel]b. 
(2.8) If  a2 3 a, and 6, -3 b, then a, u (aI CT b,) :3 a2 u (aI n 6,). 
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‘Ihe following result extends the observation that in a direct product of 
groups a normal subgroup of one of the factors is normal in the product. 
(2.9) if a .c: b :.‘I h u c, c --I; h u c, and h n c .- N then N -5 b u c. 
Proof. Since b n c C: u, n n u (b n c). Since c‘:-l b u r bp (2.1) 
c : :: u v  c. Then by (5) u ~; a u (h n c) -~ b n (a u c). Fly (2.5) 
u u c 1 b u c. ‘l’hen by (2) n ~~ b n (~7 u c)F,i b u c. 
The next lemma is also known for groups. Its present form was suggested 
by the generalization of the group result proved by 0. Wyler [S] for con- 
gruence relations in an algebraic structure. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Suppose n g n v  d, m ‘.:.I d and d n n < m. Then the 
mapping 
Yd : x + d n .2” 
is an isomorphism of (n u d)/(n u m) onto dim. 
Proof. We first show that plr is 1 I. Choose x, y  G (n u d)/(n u m) 
and suppose d n x = d n y. Since r/ ‘<- w u d, by (5) 
.X = s n (n LJ d) l7 n LJ (x n d) = 1~ u (y n d) -=y n (12 u d) = y. 
FIG. 3 
Thusq,is 1 -l.Ifd>w>mthenby(5) 
pd(n u w) = d n (rz u w) --Y w u (n n d) -= w, 
so pd is an onto map. Clearly vd preserves intersections. Finally 
%4X u Y) == VAX) ” %2(Y), 
since the inverse images under vd (take unions with n) of the two sides are 
equal. 
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(2.11) c OROLLARY. I f  9 is a lattice with a normality relation then Y is 
‘. -;-lower semimodnlar; that is, zfy xe1 . .x u y  then x n y  -<I . ,x. 
(2.12). c OROLLARY. I f  4 is a normality relation on a lattice then it is a 
normality relation N in the sense qf Zasserrhaus [4, k3. 761. 
(2.13) COROLLARY (Lemma of ZassenhausJ. If  a, 4 a, and b, (j b, then 
a1 u (b, n a2) G al u (b, n a,), b, u (al n 6,) (1 b, u (a2 n b,) 
and the quotient latices 
(aI u (a2 n b2))11(a1 ” (a2 n bd) and (6, u (a2 n b2))/(bl u (a, n b,)) 
ure isomorphic. 
Proof. The normalities follow from (2.8). Lemma (2.10) for d = a2 n 6, , 
~2 m= (aZ n b,) u (al n b,), and 1~. = a, shows that the left quotient lattice 
is isomorphic to d/m and for n = b, the same for the right. 
(2.14) REFINEMENT THEOREM. Let a = a, (j ... 3 a, = b and 
a -1 b, 4 ... -3 b, = b be two subnormal chains from a to 6. Then there 
exist refinements 
of {bi} such that there is a 1 -- 1 correspondence between the quotients ciicitl and 
dj,‘ld, , 1 which makes corresponding quotients isomorphic. 
Proof. This follows from the Zassenhaus lemma in the usual way. See, 
e.g., [4, p. 571. 
1Ve remark in passing that the conditions imposed by Zassenhaus for the 
normality relation N are not independent; his condition (6) is implied by 
his (5). It is also true that his condition (4) is weaker than our condition (2)- 
even in the presence of our properties (1) (3), (4), and (5), as is shown by 
the lattice of Fig. 4, where N is reflexive and satisfies the additional con- 
ditions: 
xN(s u y) Nu, xNu 
(X n W) NvNw, (X n ZU) NW 
YNV, yNw 
zN(x n w), zNv, ANY 
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It is easy to check that this is a normality relation in the sense of Zassenhaus, 
but xNu, yNa while z == x n y  is not normal in ‘w u n to, so our cond- 
tion (2) does not hold. 
FIG. 4 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE 
JOIN OF SUBNORMAL ELEMENTS TO BE SUBNORMAL 
In this section all lattices will be assumed to have a top element U. 
(3.1) THEOREM. In a modular lattice with a normality relation the union 
of two subnormal elements is a subnormal element. 
Proof. Suppose 
a=a,Qa,_,~...-=1a,=u, b b,,, ~2 b,,L--l 4 ... (j b, = u. 
We proceed by induction on nr +- II. The theorem is trivial if nz ~- 0 or if 
n = 0. In general from a 4 a+, and b ::I b,npl follows by (4) and by modu- 
laritv 
a u b a a u b u (a,-* n b,+,) _= (b u a,,-,) CJ (a u b,,+,). 
By induction a u b,,,+, and b U a,-, are subnormal and so by (2.4) their 
intersection is subnormal. Thus e u b is subnormal. 
(3.2) THEOREM. If a,da,(Iu and bdqu then a,ubgdu. 
Proof. By (2.7) a, v  b 5~ ‘3 u, so by transitivity it s&ices to show that 
a2 u b --GQ a, u 6. By (2.2) b A< a, U 6. Let 
b=b,9b,_,1!...=1b,=a, ub. 
From (4) and (5) we have 
a2 u bi g a2 LJ bi u (al n b,J = a2 u [biel n (a, u bi)] = a2 u 6,-I 
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whence 
a2 LJ b 4 a2 u b,-, 5.; *.. -cr, ub,,-a, ubqgu 
is a subnormal chain from a, u b to U. 
If  3 is replaced by the relation N of Zassenhaus then Theorem 3.2 fails. 
;1n example is the Boolean algebra of Fig. 2, where N is a reflexive relation 
with the additional properties: TNN for all n, vNu, sNu, sNr. sNp, gNr, qNs, 
9W YNP, YNS. 
(3.3) T HEOREM. If a, 4 . us <i . a, -:J u and b :;‘I u then a, U b ClCl u. 
Proof. Since 
a3 -3 . a2 ( . a, n (a, u b) g a2 u b 
and since by (3.2) a2 u b ga u it sufhces to prove that u3 LJ b gd a2 U b. 
15-e therefore assume that u2 u b II. 
From aa -3 . a2 and a3 .< u2 n (a, u 6) < np follows either u2 <I a3 u b 
or u3 = u2 n (a3 u b). The first alternative implies u3 u b = u2 ~1 b = u, 
so we are done. From now on we assume a:, = us n (a, u 6). 
From u2 -; . a1 and a2 SG a, u [ur n (uY u b)] -5 a, two alternatives obtain. 
If  a, -= u2 u [ur n (a3 u b)] then by (3) a, :< al , for a3 4 a2 and by (2) 
a - u2 n (aa u 6) d a, n (a3 u 6). But u3 d a, (i u implies by Theorem 
3:2ihat u3 u b aq U. Hence we suppose u2 ;: a, n (a3 u b). 
Since a3 -; . a2 and a, n (a3 u 6) > a3 we have either a2 = a, n (a3 u 6) 
or a3 :-: a1 n (a3 u b). The former implies a, u 6 > a2 u b = u, so’ we are 
through. The latter implies by (2) that n3 d ua u b, and since u3 a u2 
WC have a3 (1 a, u b =-: u, so by (2.7) a3 LJ b -3-3 u. Thus in every case 
a3 u bg<J u. 
That Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 cannot be extended to longer chain lengths 
is shown by the lattice of Fig. lo. Tl ris lattice arises as a subgroup lattice of a 
group discussed in Section 4. The lattice is generated by two chains of sub- 
normal subgroups 
b, u . 0, u . 6, u .b, -3 . u, 
where in fact a3 <I a, and 6, -4 b, . 
It would be of considerable interest to study lattices with a normality 
relation generated by two subnormal chains 
and 
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Define Z(n, WZ) to be the free lattice generated by two chains of length n and 
m respectively, but with a normality relation 113 satisfying a, q az _, , 
hi <I b,.., , and with all resulting normalities and identifications, and only 
those, implied by conditions (l)-(5). If u I or m 1 then _Y(n, m) is 
distributive. Indeed, a routine verification shows that every element of 
A?(n, 1) may be written in the form 
a, t-j (a, fi br) CL,? n (% u b,) 
where 0 .< s ~2 Y < n : I, and so the distributive law holds. For n = wz =m: 2 
and n = 3, m = 2 the lattices LP(n, VE) are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. 
FIG. 5 
bz 
All elements of these lattices are subnormal, and although the normalities 
are not shown in the figures they may all easily be derived from the definitions. 
The structure of Y(n, 2) for n > 4 is not known, nor is it known if all ele- 
ments are subnormal. It is shown in Section 4 that P(3, 3) is infinite and that 
not all elements are subnormal. 
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For the following result we need a condition which is proved for sub- 
normal subgroups of a group by a con.jugation argument: 
(6) If  x q4 u, y  -33 u, and x <a .2: u y thes x u y -gg IL 
The proof of (6) for groups is due to Wielandt [2]. 
(3.4) D EFINITION. An ordered pair of elements (a, 6) in a lattice 9 with 
normality relation is called a modular pair under 11 if a < c-34 u implies 
c n (a u b) m; a u (b CT c). 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let 2’ be a lattice with normality relation satisfying (l)- 
(6). I f  a 4-4 u, b (1_(1 u, and (a, b) is a modular pair under u then 
a u b:g<u. 
Proof. Let a = a, -q a,-, (1 ... ~ ‘1 a, < U. We use induction on n. The 
result holds for n < 2 by (3.2). Since (a, 6) is a modular pair under u we have 
a, U (al n 6) = a, 17 (a, U 6) (i a, U 6. 
If  wc can show a, n (a, u 6) dg u then by (6) 
art u b = [a, u (al n b)] u b .d~ u. 
If  (a,, > a1 n b) is a modular pair under a, then by the induction hypothesis 
pi n (a,, u b) da ai 4 u and we arc through. To show that (a, , a, n b) 
is a modular pair under a, suppose a, < c -A(1 a, . Then 
c n [a, u (al n b)] = c n (a, u 6) = a, u (c n 6) 
since (a, b) is a modular pair under u and c ag u. Hence 
c n (a, u (al n 6)) = a, u (c n (al n 6)). 
This completes the proof. 
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4. -1~ EXAMPLE OFSUBNORMAL SUBGROUPS WHOSE JOIN IS NOT SUBNORMAL 
T11e first example of a group vvitlr subnormal subgroups whose Join is 
not subnormal was given by %assenhaus [4, 1’. 2351. \Ye present a considerably 
simplified version of this example, together with a variation which displays 
somewhat different lattice properties. 
If  .J is a set of elements of a group we denote the subgroup generated by 
.-I by c A4 . I f  --1 and R are subgroups of a group then .4 u 8 is the smallest 
subgroup containing ~1 and H; -4 U B ‘-4, B . .-I’ -_~ ibab-’ : a E A 
and b E B;. 
Let Z- denote the set of positive integers and let ‘p be a one-to-one cor- 
respondence of Z+ onto another set which we shall call cp(Zm+). As a notational 
convenience we denote subsets of %I by uppercase Latin letters, elements of 
Z- by lower case Latin letters and their images under qz by the corresponding 
underlined letters. 
T,et , N be a vector space over the field of two elements whose basis con- 
sists of all nonempty subsets of Z+ and all nonempty subsets of ?(ZI). 
Define linear transformations ai and bit i = 1,2, 3, ..., on the vector space 
;k’ by 
(4.1) ai = 0, ai = 0 if t E _X, a;(&) = X U {i} if 2j$ &. 
(4.2) hi(&) = 0, hi(X) = 0 if i E X, hi(X) = 5 u {j} if i & X. 
As transformations, aia, = b,bj == 0, from which it follows that (1 - ai) 
and (I I~ bi) are nonsingular transformations of .A’ (1 denotes the identity 
transformation). 1\Ioreover, (1 + a$ = (1 -: bJ2 = 1. Define the permuta- 
tion groups on 47 
il = ((1 + a,): i = 1,2, -e-) 
B = ((1 + b,): i = 1,2, ..a). 
Let 1) = -4 u B. Let 7’ he the permutation group on A whose elements 
are the translations t(v) induced by the elements z’ E AC’. (t(v) sends w E A! 
into 7~ -; 8). Let G : n u T. We shall show that ;f  1g-3 G and B g(1 G 
while I1 ~~ .-I u B e/:.4 G. 
To show that D g,‘(d G it is sufficient to show that the series 
{Zl,, -: G. . . . . D,l+l = D”y ...> does not reach D in a finite number of steps. 
To show this define T,, = it(&), t(A): _“’ and X each contain at least n 
elements Using 
(1 + hi) t(X -{$) (1 + bd f(X - (i1-l = T(X) 
and its dual one may easily show by induction that D, = D V T, . Thus 
D f  II,, for any n. 
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To show rl q(1 G and B (14 G we first define transformations 
c,, = azbj + bja, . IIy (4.1) and (4.2) we have 
(4.3) 
and 
(1 + Cij)” = 1 
Define 
(1 + Cij) = (1 + %) (1 -t bj) (1 + Ui) (I + bj). 
C = ((1 + czj) : i,j = 1, 2, -*.). 
u = ;t(&) : 6 cl r&z-+)) 
v  = (L(X) : xc z+>. 
We shall show that 
(4.4) AuAuVaAuCuTuG and 
(4.5) B 4 B u U <3 B u C u T u G. 
To prove (4.4) first observe that by (4.1) V centralizes A so that 
A (1 A u I’. Ry (4.1) and (4.2) C centralizes A, and AT _C A u li, and 
I;c C r. Obviously 17 Q T, so A u b’ u ;2 u C u T. Clearly T I G 
and by (4.3) we have AB = A u C so that A u C u D. Thus 
(A u C) u T <1 (A u C) u T u D = G. 
(4.5) is proved dually. 
The structure of the subgroup lattice generated by the chains (4.4) and 
(4.5) is obtained easily from the following straightforward observations. 
(4.6) (-4 u C) n (B u C) == C, A n (B u C) = 1, R n (-4 u (7) := 1. 
(4.7) If  E is a subgroup of D and N is a subgroup of 7’ then 
E u N :-= E u NE. 
(4.8) If  E, F are subgroups of D and IY, P are subgroups of 7’, then 
(EuNE)n(FuPF)-((EnF)u(NEnPF). 
The subgroup lattice generated by the chains (4.4) and (4.5) can now be 
described. First, by (4.6) the elements 1, =;1, B, C, L4 U C, B U C, and D 
form the lattice shown in Fig. 8. 
Second, define 
V, = (t(X) : X contains at least n elements) 
CT, = (t(X) : X contains at least n elements). 
The chains I’2 I;i 1 ... and U 1 iY1 1 *.. generate the lattice of Fig. 9. 
The lattice generated by the chains (4.4) and (4.5) consists of all pairs .F u N 
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xvhere E is an element of the lattice of Fig. 8 and :V is an element of the 
lattice of Fig. 9 subject to condition (4.7). The union of two pairs is found 
in the obvious way while intersections are found by (4.8). 
E’lG. 8 
An interesting and useful variation of the lattice structure is obtained by 
considering only sets X and X of infinite cardinality. Let - 
T* = (t(X), t(X) : X and X have infinite cardinality). - 
Let U* = U n T*, V* = PS n T*, G* -= D u T*. Evidently we have 
(4.9) A u A u V* (1 A u C u T* (I G* 
(4.10) B 4 B u U* 4 B u C u T* -q G*. 
However, DG* = G* and so II a/g G*. 
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The subgroup lattice generated by the chains (4.9) and (4.10) is shown 
in Fig. 10, where solid lines indicate normality and wavy lines indicate 
non-normal containment. Yet all normalities arc shovvn; for example. 
7’* -3 G*, 1 4 all subgroups, .3 ~1 =1 u C u T-*. 
G*=u 
ap=A U 
a3=A U 
04’ 
.* 
= bZ 
l*zb3 
Frc. 10 
5. APPLICATIOK TO GROUPS 
The results through Theorem (3.2) when interpreted for groups yield 
well known results. Theorem (3.3) seems to be new. It is well to point out at 
this stage that the coverings hypothesized in that theorem need only be 
verified for the sublattice generated by the two chains and do not need to be 
satisfied for the whole lattice of subgroups. In fact for groups we can prove 
a result of a rather different sort. 
(5.1) THEOREM. I f  A is a subnormal subgroup qf Jinite index in a group G 
and if B is a subnormal subgroup qf G then A v  B is subnormal in G. 
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Proof. \Ve proceed by induction on the defect of &-3. For defect A == 1 
the result follows from (2.7). Suppose defect -4 == n. Each conjugate Ah for 
b t B has defect n ~- I in -4, , whcrc -J, .8-J’, and certainly A” has finite 
index, so IX the induction hypothesis -4’) U C-3- -- -4, 13 G for any 
c -3ci A, . ‘i’hus u -lb, H --:<I A, z:’ G for any finite set of (,, E B. Since .A 
has finite index &JB U A1bt for some finite set of h, c H. Then by (6) 
A uR-= .,JN uBg;rjG. 
When Theorem (3.5) is applied to a lattice of subgroups of a group we 
achieve a strengthening of known results. Wielandt has shown that if 
A u B ~~ 3B,-J for subnormal subgroups -4 and R then d u B is subnormal. 
It is easy to show that A u B -2 :JB.-J implies (iJ, B) is a modular pair under 
G. Since it is probably false that A LJ 11 ~: .-IR.AB implies (L3, H) is a modular 
pair under G when A u B ;t .-IBA, we conjecture that in this case r3 u I1 
is not always subnormal. 
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